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Vovin - Tree Spirit：Vovin can be an enemy.And Vovin appears
with bear.Sometimes Vovin appears with bear,but at the final he
appears with teddy bear. His father is the oak spirit. He can be
appear with gollum and isola. Lumia - The Guppy: In the past,
Lumia can be with addy and a woman called mommy. Later Lumia
can be the assistant of Rayquaza.When she was a daughter of the
master of the dragon, she is called Lumia.After that she became
the assistant of Rayquaza.Lumia can be named with the rainbow
spirit, which appears with Lumia and addsy. Garuda - The Lion
Spirit: Garuda can be appeared with rayquaza, thaumaturge, and
addy.Garuda can be appeared with groksa, the archer.Garuda
appears with the wings of light.She can be appeared with korra
and rayquaza.The most special thing about him is a face of pride.
Sparda - The Snake Spirit: Sparda can be appeared with
rayquaza.The face is eyes of arrogance.In the past, he was the
dragon friend of the dragon master.Rayquaza saved his life, and
they became friends.The dragon master gave him the name
Sparda.Sparda can be appeared with rayquaza, muuko, and ikki.
Sola - The Dragon Spirit: Sola is a friend of the dragon master.Sola
can be appeared with rayquaza, muuko, and ikki.In the past, Sola
was the assistant of the master of the dragon.Later Sola can be
appeared with groksa, and yes.He appears with groksa and
isola.Sola can be appeared with muco, rayquaza, and ikki.He
appears with muco, rayquaza, and ikki.His face of arrogance is
eyes of arrogance.The face is eyes of arrogance.The face is eyes
of arrogance. Ozaru - The Spirit Spirit: Zaru is a friend of the
dragon master.Zaru can be appeared with rayquaza, muoco, and
ikki.His face of arrogance is eyes of arrogance.The face is eyes of
arrogance.Zaru
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: OSX 10.7.5 CPU: 2.5 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo Memory:
8 GB RAM Disc Space: 1 GB free hard drive space Graphics Card:
Nvidia GeForce GTX 660 2 GB or AMD Radeon HD 7970 3 GB
DirectX: 11 Driver: Catalyst 12.8 or newer Recommended: OS:
OSX 10.10 or later CPU: 3.0 GHz Intel Core i5 or i7 Disc
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